Registration URL: www.stratton.com/24
Registration Open: June 1, 2017
Official Event Hours: Saturday March 17, 9AM - Sunday March 18, 9AM
Minimum Fundraising Requirement Deadline: March 16, 2018 MIDNIGHT
Remaining balance if minimum requirement not met will be charged to the credit card provided at registration.
Fundraising Award Deadline: March 17, 2018 9AM

General Event Rules

Good sportsmanship, solidarity, integrity, respect, safety and fun are the fundamental goals of the 24 Hours of Stratton, no exception.

Honor the Stratton Mountain Resort Responsibility Code throughout the event – [see below.]

A Penalty will result for each violation, or disqualification will be applied if rules are not respected – [see below.]

Helmets worn correctly are mandatory.

No speed skis (SG / DH) regardless of length. Maximum ski length is 191 cm.

No skiing in speed suits

Downhill position forbidden - “No Tucking”

The first racer must carry all equipment upon parade/race start at the village courtyard.

Bibs should be fully visible at all times - worn appropriately over coat.

Bib #’s are assigned and not to be transferred or shared at any time.

A team is responsible for making sure that each team member reaches their individual minimum fundraising requirement.

Keep off the lifts and trails if your ability is impaired by the use of alcohol/drugs.

The 24 Hour Bib is yours to keep. Cost to replace a lost BIB is $300.00
Responsibility Code:

Always show courtesy to others and be aware that there are elements of risk in skiing and snowboarding that common sense and personal awareness can help reduce. Observe the code and share with others the responsibility for a great mountain experience.

1. Always stay in control.
2. People ahead of you have the right of way.
3. Stop in a safe place for you and others.
4. Whenever starting downhill or merging, look uphill and yield.
5. Use devices to help prevent runaway equipment.
6. Observe signs and warnings, and keep off closed trails.
7. Know how to use the lifts safely.
8. KNOW THE CODE. IT’S YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.

Officials – Rules - Violations - Penalties

The Responsibility Code should be strictly followed by all participants. Safety, security, team spirit, and respect for other participants, as well as spectators and non-24 Hour Participants, are priorities in this event.

24 Hour Officials will be clearly identified and present on-hill and off, for everyone’s safety. 24 Hour Officials can apply penalties to teams or individuals that do not follow the rules.

Each Penalty will result in a reduction of 5,000 vertical feet for the team and/or individual vertical tracking. Severe or multiple violations may result in disqualification.

All decisions of Penalties are at the sole discretion of 24 Hour Officials and are final.

Please report all issues to 24 Hour Officials. Officials will take any and all reports under group advisement and have complete authority to act accordingly.

Violation Examples:

- No helmet or helmet that is not attached
- No bib or bib not visible during event hours
- Passing of a chip out of gondola, on trail, or anywhere outside of official Transfer Zone
- Failure to maintain Responsibility Code
- Speeding or reckless skiing as determined by 24 Hour Officials
- Roughness or un-sportsmanship behavior on trail or chairlift
- Collision caused by excessive speed or lack of control
- Lack of respect toward a member of the organization
- Any other behavior that violates safety and security measures, respect for others, and the spirit of sportsmanship
**Vertical Challenge Rules & Guidelines:**

**TEAM**
- Vertical Challenge Teams receive one single pre-assigned (color) band with tracking chip attached.
- Passing chips between team members must take place in the official Transfer Zone ONLY – a clearly marked/fenced area located in front of the lift(s) at the base of the hill.
- When leaving the Transfer Zone, a racer must have his complete equipment, latched helmet, timing chip placed below the knee, and bib fully visible before entering the lift.
- Band with tracking chip must be worn below the knee (under or over pants).
- Vertical count cannot be changed due to incorrect placement of chip.
- Team members can participate in Individual Vertical Challenge concurrently.

**INDIVIDUAL**
- Individual Vertical Challenge participants receive a band with (color) tracking chip attached.
- Band must be worn below the knee at all times (under or over pants).
- Vertical count cannot be changed due to incorrect placement of chip.
- Individuals can participate in the Team Vertical Challenge concurrently.

All timing Chips MUST be returned to the 24 Hour Events Table upon immediate completion of the event on Sunday, March 18th. A ‘lost’ chip will incur an additional $50 charge.

**Awards**

**VERTICAL CHALLENGE:**
Only the official tracking and timing presented by All Sports Events Timing and Events Services is valid.

Medals will be awarded in the following categories:

- **Team Relay Vertical Challenge: 1st / 2nd / 3rd Place**
  Team relay challenge is calculated by the vertical feet skied by members wearing the team vertical challenge tracking chip.

- **Individual Vertical Challenge:**
  - Overall Top Vertical Male & Overall Top Vertical Female
  - Overall Top Vertical Snowboarder Male & Overall Top Vertical Snowboarder Female*

- **1st / 2nd / 3rd – Male & Female in each age category:**
  - Age 50+
  - Age 35-49
  - Age 18-34
  - Age 17 and younger

*Overall Top Vertical Winners will be included to win in their appropriate age category.

Individual Vertical tie: The winner will be determined by most vertical from 12 midnight to 9:00am on Sunday. If it is still a tie, vertical scores will be calculated back to 11pm on Saturday night, and every subsequent hour until the tie is broken.
Team Vertical tie: The winner will be determined by the individual on the team with the highest vertical feet. If it is still a tie, the winner will be determined by the next individual with the highest vertical on each team, and so on until the tie is broken.

**FUNDRAISING**
All fundraising calculations close: Saturday, March 17th, 2018 at 9AM

Medals will be awarded in the following categories:

- Top Individual Fundraiser – 1st / 2nd / 3rd Place
- Top Team Fundraiser - 1st Place – Cobb Trophy & Medals / 2nd place / 3rd Place